To perform meta-analysis of literature about the role of helical computed tomography (CT) and ventilation-perfusion (V-P) scanning in detection of acute pulmonary embolism (PE) by using summary receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis.
to confirm or exclude diagnosis of PE because up to 75% of patients are in the inconclusive category; therefore, other modalities, such as serial compression ultrasonography and D-dimer testing, are useful adjuncts (6, 7) .
Contrast agent-enhanced helical computed tomography (CT) of the pulmonary arteries has been proposed, and data are accumulating (8 -17) . The choice between V-P scanning and helical CT should be determined by using available data to compare diagnostic accuracy. Interpretation of the data as a whole is difficult because of the wide variation in the background of the patients. In prior reports that compare the test performance of helical CT and V-P scanning (18, 19) , the difference in test performance has not been systematically compared with a statistical method frequently used in meta-analysis of diagnostic tests.
Summary receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis is a method that enables quantitative combination of the multiple studies with heterogeneous results; each point on the summary ROC curve represents a combination of sensitivity and specificity that could result from each study (20 -22) . Heterogeneity among different studies is caused either by differences between the way clinicians define a test as positive for PE or by wide variation in terms of the patients' background; summary ROC curve analysis could resolve those problems by means of stringent inclusion criteria and metaregression analysis. It is suitable to compare the performance of different diagnostic tests, and reports involving the use of this analysis have been accumulating (23, 24) . Thus, the purpose of our study was to perform meta-analysis of the helical CT and V-P scanning literature by using the methodologic tool of summary ROC analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Identification of Trials
A computerized search was performed to identify relevant English-language articles published in MEDLINE. To search for articles about helical CT, we used "computed tomography" in the text, "image interpretation, computerassisted" in medical subject headings, and "pulmonary embolism" in medical subject headings or text. Similarly, we searched for articles about V-P scanning by using "radionuclide imaging" in medical subject headings and "perfusion scan" or "ventilation-perfusion lung scan" in the text. The search for helical CT articles was limited to articles published between January 1, 1990 , and May 30, 2003 , since earlier CT equipment was substantially different. We included articles on V-P scanning published from January 1, 1985 , to May 30, 2003 , since this technique was used in the diagnosis of PE beginning in the mid-1980s. We also scanned references in retrieved articles and contacted individuals who are knowledgeable in radiology to see if they knew of any other relevant reports. A database search with a similar strategy was conducted in the EMBASE database for articles published between 1985 and 2003. We did not search for unpublished reports.
Inclusion Criteria
We included a study if (a) helical CT or V-P scanning was used as a diagnostic tool for acute PE; (b) absolute numbers of true-positive, false-positive, true-negative, and false-negative cases or their equivalent were given; (c) pulmonary angiography was used as the reference standard for diagnosis of PE; and (d) the time interval between the findings obtained from the test and reference standard was 48 hours or less, taking into account the fact that PE might disappear during the interval of two tests. We determined this time interval by reviewing literature of diagnostic tests in patients with PE (25, 26) and discussing this issue with radiologists.
A study was excluded if (a) pulmonary angiography, in combination with any other modality, served as the reference standard; (b) helical CT was not performed for acute PE (eg, chronic PE or septic embolism); (c) noncomparable CT methods (eg, electron-beam CT) were used; (d) helical CT was performed after anticoagulant therapy or surgery for PE; or (e) the published information was incomplete. We tried to see if different studies from the same institution used the same patients because one author published several reports.
Data Collection
Two investigators (Y.H., M.G.) independently abstracted the data from all articles included in our analysis. The information abstracted included descriptive data (eg, authors, title, journal citation, and year of publication), study group characteristics (eg, sample size, mean age, proportion of women, and prevalence of PE), study design characteristics (involving criteria used to define a positive result and protocol information), extent of blinding between readers, information about the extent of the disease, and any evidence of verification bias and test interpretation bias.
For each study, the results were classified as true-positive, false-positive, truenegative, and false-negative. For V-P scanning, PIOPED criteria are generally used according to the probability of PE (eg, high, intermediate, low, or near normal or normal) (5). We specify three criteria for calculating sensitivity and specificity (Table 1) . High-probability V-P scanning findings were positive, and others (eg, intermediate probability, low probability, or near normal and/or normal) were negative (threshold 1). Highand intermediate-probability V-P scanning findings were positive, and lowprobability and normal and/or near-normal V-P scanning findings were negative (threshold 2). Normal and/or near-normal V-P scanning findings were negative, and others (eg, high probability, intermediate probability, and low probability) were positive (threshold 3). In one study, researchers developed and used original criteria that consisted of five categories; these five categories were reduced to four to match PIOPED criteria (27) . As for helical CT, the presence or absence of PE, defined as an intraluminal filling defect or complete nonfilling of a pulmonary artery, was used as a criterion for determining positive or negative status.
From the articles in which investigators tabulated the results for different observers, we extracted data for the first observer, unless one observer was emphasized in the literature. When authors emphasized one result (eg, level of experience) in different observers, we extracted the most emphasized results. Any inconsistencies or controversies encountered in abstracted data were resolved with discussion and consensus.
Analysis and Statistics
The overall suitability of the pooled and summary ROC curve analysis was evaluated by using the Spearman correlation coefficient (22) . We then checked heterogeneity separately for sensitivity and specificity. Since sensitivities for helical CT and specificities for V-P scanning threshold 3 were not homogeneous (P ϭ .006 and P Ͻ .001, respectively), pooled sensitivity and specificity estimates were calculated by using a random-effects model that weighted each report according to its sample size (28) .
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To estimate the summary ROC curve for helical CT and V-P scanning, we used a previously described method of variance-weighted least squares regression (20, 22, 23, 28) . On the basis of the 2 ϫ 2 table constructed from each report, we made a logit transformation of the truepositive (eg, sensitivity) and false-positive (eg, 1 minus specificity) rates. Differences in the logit transformations (eg, measure of the observed discriminatory power of helical CT and V-P scanning) were then regressed on the sums of the logit transformations (eg, measure of the positivity threshold used to determine positive helical CT and V-P scanning results). Summary ROC curves for helical CT and V-P scanning were constructed with back transformation of the fitted line from the regression model. We Adjustment for clinical variables was accomplished by including them in the regression model. Inclusion of a dummy variable in the regression analysis for the type of diagnostic examination performed (eg, 1 for helical CT and 0 for V-P scanning) allows comparison of tests. The regression coefficient of this dummy variable is a measure of the difference in discriminatory power between the examinations. A positive regression coefficient implies increased discriminatory power for helical CT compared with V-P scanning, and a negative regression coefficient implies reduced discriminatory power. To avoid undefined values for diagnostic odds ratio, positivity criteria, and the variance that arises from zeroes of the true-positive, false-negative, truenegative, or false-positive values, 0.5 was added to that value (20) .
We assessed the effect of publication year, mean age (55 years or younger vs older than 55 years), prevalence of PE, duration of tests (Ͻ24 hours vs Ͻ48 hours), study design (prospective vs retrospective), presence of interpretation bias, and presence of verification bias (eg, presence of verification bias vs no available information) in a combined model of helical CT and V-P scanning. We could not consider the effect of the extent of the disease in the model used to compare helical CT and V-P scanning, since information about the extent of the disease was not available in the literature that mainly dealt with V-P scanning (5, 27, 29) .
We dichotomized some variables (eg, age, percentage of women, and duration between tests) at median. Because of the availability of data (eg, data on collimation were only available for helical CT) or missing data, the following variables were analyzed separately in each model: percentage of women included in the study (eg, Յ25% vs Ͼ25%), collimation (eg, 3 mm or thinner vs thicker than 3 mm), size of PE (eg, segmental vs subsegmental) for helical CT model, and type of radionuclide (eg, technetium 99m [
99m Tc] diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid [DTPA] vs other types of radionuclides) used for V-P scanning. In the combined model, univariate analysis was performed to enable the effect of each clinical covariate to be assessed.
We added the factors that had a P value of less than .20 at univariate analysis into a multivariate regression model and used backward elimination to remove variables with a P value of more than .05. For the main aim of this study, a dummy variable for the type of diagnostic test (helical CT ϭ 1) was always kept in this process. In separate and combined models, V-P scanning data were treated separately in different circumstances (eg, helical CT vs V-P scanning threshold 1, helical CT vs V-P scanning threshold 2, and helical CT vs V-P scanning threshold 3). Finally, we reanalyzed the final model with random-effects regression analysis (Technical bulletin no. 42; Stata Statistical Software, College Station, Tex), which took inter-and intrastudy variability into account.
After sensitivities and specificities were pooled, we assessed the posttest probability of PE on the basis of different pretest probabilities (low ϭ .03, moderate ϭ .27, high ϭ .78). The arbitrary pretest probabilities of .03, .27, and .78 were based on the report by Wells et al (1) , in which pretest probability was determined by using clinical signs and symptoms. First, pretest odds were converted into posttest odds by multiplying the pretest odds by the likelihood ratio. Likelihood ratio is defined as the probability of the test result in people with the disease divided by the probability of the test result in people without the disease. Posttest odds were converted back to posttest probabilities (30) .
Since the helical CT method used in the detection of PE has undergone rapid changes in the past decade, the test performance might have changed from the early 1990s to 2003. Thus, we performed a sensitivity analysis by excluding helical CT articles that were published before 1995 and compared the results with those in base-case analysis. All analyses were performed by using commercially available software (Intercooled Stata 7.0; StataCorp, College Station, Tex).
RESULTS
Summary of the Literature Review and Data Extraction
Our initial data search yielded a total of 1385 titles of studies that used helical CT or V-P scanning. We excluded 1306 articles by reviewing titles and abstracts and selected 79 possible articles for our analysis; the reasons for exclusion are summarized in Figure 1 . Of these 79 articles, we identified 12 that met all the inclusion criteria (5,8 -11,13-17,27,29) . Two of these articles also reported test performance of both helical CT and V-P scanning (10, 14) ; thus, we had nine articles for helical CT and five articles for V-P scanning. Two studies were reported by the same lead author (Remy-Jardin) (8, 11) , but these studies were judged not to be overlapped because of the different study periods and different amount of contrast agent used. Overall, there were discrepancies between the two authors in 19 (13.6%) of 140 extracted items, ranging from 0% to 35.7% depending on the sort of items extracted. All discrepancies were resolved by consensus.
Helical CT and V-P Scanning
Helical CT was used to aid diagnosis of PE for the first time in 1992 (8) . Of 12 articles we identified, nine collectively reported findings in 520 subjects (range, 10 -151 subjects per study) who underwent helical CT (8 -11,13-17) , while five reported findings in 1269 subjects (range, 20 -731 subjects) who underwent V-P scanning (5, 10, 14, 27, 29) . Variations in study protocols included thickness of the scanning section (range, 2.5-5.0 mm) and the amount of contrast agent (range, 70 -150 mL). As for detector system, single-detector row helical CT was used in eight studies, and dual-detector row helical CT was used in one study (17) . The reported sensitivity of helical CT ranged from 53% (13) to 100% (8, 9) , and specificity ranged from 75% (17) to 100% (9, 11, 14) .
Ventilation studies used xenon 133 gas ( 133 Xe), 99m Tc-pyrophosphate (PYP), or 99m Tc-DTPA as the nuclear isotope, and perfusion studies used 99m Tc-macroaggregated albumin (MAA) as the nuclear isotope. PIOPED criteria were used in four studies, and original criteria were formulated in one study (27) . The reported specificity of V-P scanning with threshold 1 ranged from 96.0% (5) to 100% (10, 14) . With threshold 2, sensitivity ranged from 54.5% (10) to 100% (14) , and with threshold 3, sensitivity ranged from 98% (5) to 100% (10, 14, 27, 29) . Details of the articles included are summarized in Table 2 .
Weighted Pooled Results
Weighted pooled data are presented in Table 3 . Compared with helical CT, V-P scanning yielded a sensitivity of 39.0% (95% CI: 37.3%, 40.8%) with threshold 1, while it yielded sensitivities of 86.0% (95% CI: 83.3%, 88.8%) and 98.4% (95% CI: 97.2, 99.5) with thresholds 2 and 3, respectively. V-P scanning yielded a specificity of 97.1% (95% CI: 96.0%, 98.3%) with threshold 1 and a sensitivity of 39.0% (95% CI: 37.3%, 40.8%) and 4.8% (95% CI: 4.7%, 4.9%) with thresholds 2 and 3, respectively.
Summary ROC Analysis
No significant predictors were found in the separate univariate analysis for helical CT (eg, collimation or size of PE) or V-P scanning (eg, type of radionuclide used for V-P scanning). Univariate analysis for the comparison of two tests revealed that the following variables had a P value of less than .20: age in the model (P ϭ .032), including V-P scanning threshold 1; duration between two tests (P ϭ .027) and presence of verification bias (P ϭ .067) in the model, including V-P scanning threshold 2; and duration between two tests (P ϭ .111) and presence of verification bias (P ϭ .146) in the model, including V-P scanning threshold 3. Thus, we included these variables in each multivariate model; however, as a result of backward elimination, no significant predictors were kept in the final model. In a final model used to compare helical CT and V-P scanning threshold 2, helical CT displayed superior discriminatory power, with a ␤ coefficient of 3.73 (95% CI: 2.56, 4.9). In a model used to compare performance of helical CT with that of V-P scanning threshold 3, the estimate was large enough to suggest that helical CT was superior to V-P scanning, although this difference was not statistically significant (␤ coefficient, 4.14; P ϭ .05). In the comparison of helical CT and V-P scanning threshold 1, no significant difference was observed in terms of discriminatory power (␤ coefficient, 0.588; P ϭ .457). These results are shown in Table 4 and Figure 2 .
Posttest Probability of PE
Posttest probabilities of PE according to positive or negative results of each test are summarized in Table 5 . When pretest probabilities were moderate (.27) or high (.78), posttest probabilities of positive results of V-P scanning with threshold 1 and helical CT were .841 and .98, respectively. When pretest probability was low (.03), posttest probability of negative helical CT was .005, and that of negative V-P scanning with threshold 3 was .01. When pretest probabilities were moderate or high, posttest probabilities of negative helical CT and V-P scanning were not low enough to exclude a diagnosis of PE.
Sensitivity Analysis
Results of sensitivity analysis are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . By excluding articles published before 1995, pooled sensitivity (true-positive ratio) decreased from 86.0% to 84.6% (95% CI: 78.3%, 91.6%), while specificity did not change substantially (93.7%). Summary ROC analysis yielded a similar ␤ coefficient (0.588) and a slightly increased P value (.118).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, meta-analysis of the contemporary helical CT and V-P scanning literature was performed. On the basis of summary ROC analysis, helical CT and V-P scanning had similar discriminatory power when the high-probability threshold was used. The data also suggest that helical CT has greater discriminatory power than V-P scanning when the inter- Note.-NA ϭ not available, PA ϭ pulmonary artery.
mediate-probability threshold was negative. The results of the model comparing helical CT and V-P scanning with normal and/or near normal threshold is confusing because the ␤ coefficient is large, but it borders on being statistically significant (P ϭ .05). As will be discussed later, few articles were included in this metaanalysis because of stringent inclusion criteria, which might have decreased our power to detect real difference of two diagnostic tests. To evaluate these issues, it is crucial to take a quantitative view of the data and its interpretation-that is, it is important to interpret the result in terms of effect size rather than in terms of testing (P value) (31) . Thus, we would rather state that ␤ coefficient of 4.14 is high enough to suggest that helical CT has higher discriminatory power than V-P scanning with use of the normal and/or near-normal threshold.
In two studies (10, 14) , the diagnostic test performance of both helical CT and V-P scanning were reported in one article, but it was not plausible to directly compare these two modalities for several reasons. In one of these studies, not all patients underwent both tests, and data were insufficient for direct comparison (14) . The only study we could use for direct comparison was one in which all patients underwent both helical CT and V-P scanning (10) . It might be interesting to directly compare the performance of helical CT and V-P scanning; however, the main aim of the second study was not to compare the performance of the two tests, and there exists a verification bias (eg, patients underwent helical CT on the basis of results of V-P scanning). The direct comparison influenced by verification bias might have caused deviation in the performance of the latter test; thus, it was rather misleading to compare the two tests in this study (23) .
Statistical Methods and Results
The summary ROC analysis allows us to compare results of different tests by summarizing sensitivity and specificity results from several studies into a single ROC curve (21) . In the past decade, many articles have suggested that helical CT might be more effective than V-P scanning in the diagnosis of PE (32, 33) , but formal comparison of the two diagnostic tests has yet to be performed. Although previous reports have described helical CT as superior to V-P screening because of its higher sensitivity and specificity, one cannot state that helical CT is more useful for this reason alone. In general, a negative result essentially rules out PE when a test with very high sensitivity is used, and a positive result effectively confirms diagnosis of PE when a test with very high specificity is used (30) . In the clinical setting, V-P scanning with a high-probability threshold and high specificity has been used to confirm a diagnosis of PE, and V-P scanning with a normal and/or near normal threshold with high sensitivity has been used to exclude a diagnosis of PE. It is therefore necessary to compare the sensitivity of helical CT with that of V-P scanning by using the normal and/or near-normal threshold to exclude the possibility of PE; it is also necessary to compare specificity to diagnose PE with summary ROC analysis.
There has been criticism of the sensitivities and specificities claimed in earlier helical CT reports (34, 35) . New diagnostic tests are often described in glowing terms when they are first introduced; however, these tests are often found to be wanting when more experience has been gained (36) . This frequently results from limitations in the methods used to evaluate test characteristics. An example of this phenomenon is use of carcinoembryonic antigen (30) . Carcinoembryonic antigen was originally considered a very promising tool in the diagnosis of colon cancer; however, carcinoembryonic antigen level was subsequently found to be increased in a wide variety of instances, including in smokers without cancer. The same seems true for helical CT used in the diagnosis of PE. When compared with earlier studies that showed high sensitivity (90%-100%) and specificity (96%-100%), the test performance was lower (sensitivity, 70%; specificity, 91%) in a study performed in 2001 (35) . On the other hand, rapid advances in the CT method used in the diagnosis of PE have been made in the past decade. Thus, we performed sensitivity analysis, and the results of ROC analysis did not change when articles published before 1995 were excluded. Moreover, univariate analysis reveals that publication year is not statistically significant.
Another criticism of high accuracy rates, as pointed out in recently published review articles, is that methodologic problems are common in studies used to evaluate helical CT in the diagnosis of PE (eg, several reports were missing key data regarding the methods used to select patients). It is unclear, however, how these methodologic problems have influenced our results (26, 37) . The second PIOPED study, which is being funded by the U.S. National Institutes of Health, involves evaluation of the accuracy of helical CT in the diagnosis of PE in more than 1000 patients and should bring us closer to the solution of these methodologic problems (38) .
Clinical Implications and Results
Our work shows that when the high probability threshold is used, helical CT and V-P scanning have comparable discriminatory power; however, when the normal and/or near-normal threshold is used, helical CT had greater discriminatory power than V-P scanning. It is now more important to consider other aspects of the tests. First, the main problem with V-P scanning is that definitive diagnosis can be obtained in less than 30% of patients tested, and the remaining patients need to undergo further testing (5). The use of helical CT would therefore reduce the number of patients subjected to further diagnostic tests (33) . In contrast, one should consider the presence of contraindications before performing helical CT. In one report, about 24% of patients suspected of having PE did not undergo helical CT because of contraindications, such as impaired renal function or allergy to contrast agent (35) . This is a substantial proportion of patients and is similar to the proportion of patients with inconclusive results of V-P scanning.
Second, as for V-P scanning, large differences (25%-30%) of interpretation among expert readers have been reported, especially in the classification of low-or intermediate-probability scans. In contrast, helical CT has better inter-observer agreement than does V-P scanning ( value of 0.85 and 0.61, respectively) (12) . Third, there are inconsistent results concerning relative cost-effectiveness, with the controversy continuing (32, 34) . The advantages or disadvantages of either test are crucial in application to the patients when PE is suspected. It is important to judge the advantages and disadvantages of each test and select the most appropriate procedure for a favorable outcome. On the basis of the results of our analyses, we recommend the following strategies: Confirm PE with moderate to high pretest probability, and use either helical CT or V-P scanning, according to high-probability threshold. Exclude PE with low pretest probability, as helical CT is a better test than V-P scanning. If helical CT is not available, V-P scanning with normal and/or near-normal threshold could be an alternative technique. To exclude PE with moderate or high pretest probability or to confirm PE with low pretest probability, avoid V-P scanning by using low-probability threshold.
Limitations
Our review has several limitations. First, because of the nature of meta-analysis, the result is subject to publication bias. Only published reports were exam- Helical CT has a discriminatory power similar to that of V-P scanning at thresholds 1 and 3, while overall discriminatory power of helical CT is much better than that of V-P scanning at threshold 2.
ined, and studies with poor results are less likely to be written, submitted, and accepted. Our results may therefore be biased toward the favorable direction. This tendency should affect helical CT and V-P scanning equally and should not alter our qualitative conclusion. Second, as in all meta-analyses of diagnostic testing, verification bias could be present, since about half of the studies included did not control or mention verification bias. Verification bias occurs when the result of the test influences the decision as to which patients receive the verification test. This can have dramatic results on the sensitivity and specificity of a test (39) . We were unable to correct for this bias because the original studies did not provide the necessary information on the entire population tested; in our study, however, covariate analysis did not show a significant difference between studies that did and those that did not control for verification bias. Third, the large degree of variation between observers in reading V-P scans could limit the interpretation of our results when combining studies; this possibility was rejected with a test for homogeneity. Numerous studies were excluded from analysis, and a smaller number of studies was finally included in meta-analysis compared with previous meta-analysis of helical CT (19) . One reason is that some studies used combination reference standards to compare helical CT and V-P scanning (eg, normal results at V-P lung scanning were accepted as an alternative reference standard for the absence of PE) (12, 33) . The small number of studies included in the current analysis might have decreased our power to detect the true difference. This could not have been avoided, however, because it is usually assumed that the test is being compared with a sole reference standard when meta-analysis of diagnostic tests is conducted. We therefore chose the optimal strategy that pulmonary angiography should be the sole reference standard. For the same reason as mentioned previously, only one multi-detector row helical CT report was included in our analysis. We might have underestimated the test performance of helical CT because the recent introduction of multi-detector row helical CT is expected to offer a further increase in performance, particularly in the ability of physicians to scan larger anatomic volumes with high spatial resolution (40) . The stringent inclusion criteria used in the current study, however, should have ensured the quality of our results.
Independently pooled estimates of sensitivity and specificity could be calculated easily; however, these frequently used methods have come under strong criticism because they do not take into account the fact that different studies may have used test thresholds (41) . In spite of this, the reason why we pooled estimates of sensitivity and specificity separately is that the results of ␤ coefficients are not always easy for readers to intuitively understand. In a real-world setting, reports of summary ROC analysis present the results of pooled sensitivities; specificities are presented in reports of summary ROC analysis (42, 43) . Another reason we pooled estimates of sensitivity and specificity separately is that authorities in the field of decision sciences recommend to pool sensitivities and specificities of diagnostic tests and use these data for cost-effectiveness analysis (44) . These pooled estimates, however, should carefully be interpreted when used to compare these two diagnostic tests directly.
In conclusion, helical CT has greater discriminatory power than V-P scanning with the normal and/or near-normal threshold in the exclusion of PE, while helical CT and V-P scanning with highprobability threshold had similar discriminatory power in the diagnosis of PE.
